Cyclone shelter locations – District Relief and Rehabilitation Officer (DRRO)-designated and other identified structures

Methodology Note:
This map shows cyclone shelters that appear on designated lists compiled by the Cox's Bazar DRRO, as well as screening capacity data from these lists. In addition, the map also highlights other structures that are not included in DRRO lists but have been identified as cyclone shelters by other data sources including the Cox's Bazar District Disaster Management Programme, the Cyclone Preparedness Programme, UNDP, IOM, and UNHCR.

Data Source:
- Union boundaries – Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics
- Cyclone shelter information: DRRO, REACH, UNDP, IOM, UNHCR
- Road and Shelter Foot prints - OpenStreetMap contributors

Coordinate System: WGS 1984
Map Center: lat 21.2232, lon 92.1142
Contact: reach.mapping@reachInitiative.org